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Abstract: The majority of recent speaker verification tasks are studied under open-set evaluation
scenarios considering real-world conditions. The characteristics of these tasks imply that the gen-
eralization towards unseen speakers is a critical capability. Thus, this study aims to improve the
generalization of the system for the performance enhancement of speaker verification. To achieve
this goal, we propose a novel supervised-learning-method-based speaker verification system using
the mean teacher framework. The mean teacher network refers to the temporal averaging of deep
neural network parameters, which can produce a more accurate, stable representations than fixed
weights at the end of training and is conventionally used for semi-supervised learning. Leveraging
the success of the mean teacher framework in many studies, the proposed supervised learning
method exploits the mean teacher network as an auxiliary model for better training of the main
model, the student network. By learning the reliable intermediate representations derived from the
mean teacher network as well as one-hot speaker labels, the student network is encouraged to explore
more discriminative embedding spaces. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
method relatively reduces the equal error rate by 11.61%, compared to the baseline system.

Keywords: speaker verification; mean teacher; supervised learning; metric learning

1. Introduction

Speaker verification (SV) is the task of authenticating whether a speaker of an un-
known input utterance matches the target speaker, and it is widely used in applications,
such as voice assistant systems [1,2]. Recent SV systems are primarily studied as an open-set
scenario that tests using the utterances of speakers not seen in the training phase, requiring
strong generalization [2,3]. Considering these characteristics of SV, many researchers have
aimed to extract discriminative speaker embeddings from utterances by exploiting deep
neural networks (DNNs). A speaker embedding is a high-dimensional feature vector
that represents the characteristics of a speaker. This paper focuses on studying an im-
proved training method of a DNN-based SV system to explore a better speaker separable
representation space.

We noted from the results of a study that solely averaging DNN parameters after
each step in the training phase can converge to better local minima [4]. This technique is
called “temporal averaging”; the temporal averaging of weights can lead to more stable and
accurate results than the final weights when the training has been completed. Leveraging
this knowledge, in the field of semi-supervised learning, Tarvainen et al. [5] proposed a
novel framework that uses a temporal averaging model, called mean teacher (MT), to use
unlabeled data for training. The MT framework comprises a teacher–student [6] setting,
where the teacher network (i.e., MT) is updated with an exponential moving average
(EMA) of a set of student network parameters at each training step. In other words, the
MT is the temporal averaging model of the student network and can generate a relatively
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accurate pseudo label for unlabeled data. Thus, the student network learns unlabeled data
by reducing the Euclidean distance from the MT network predictions.

The MT network can be regarded as a temporal ensemble model in terms of aggre-
gating information about the student network at each training step. In addition, the MT
model, as a teacher network, provides high-quality predictions for the student network to
learn unlabeled data stably [5]. From these perspectives, we consider the MT network to
be an ensemble teacher [7] and hypothesize that it can be a sufficient auxiliary model to
assist student network training even in the supervised learning domain. Therefore, this
study proposes a method that can enhance the generalization performance of the SV task
by adapting the MT framework in a supervised learning condition.

We modified the following two factors in the existing MT framework. First, SV is
essentially a task of comparing the similarity between embeddings. Therefore, we let the
student network learn directly from the speaker embedding output from the MT network,
not the pseudo speaker labels. Second, the consistency loss function between the student
and the MT network is changed to a cosine similarity-based metric learning that uses the
negative pairs together, rather than the mean square error (MSE), which considers only
positive pairs. Thus, the student network can explore the embedding space suitable for
SV tasks with a small intraclass variance and large interclass variance by mimicking the
evaluation scenario in the training process [8].

The contributions of this study are:

• We introduced a novel supervised training method utilizing the MT framework for
the SV task of the open-set evaluation condition.

• We analyzed the effectiveness of the proposed framework’s components through
ablation and comparison experiments.

To train and evaluate the models, we used the entire VoxCeleb2 [9] and the Vox-
Celeb1 [10] datasets, respectively. The experimental results revealed that the proposed
method demonstrated a relative error reduction of 11.61% compared to the baseline system.

2. Related Work

DNN-based open-set speaker verification: The majority of the early work on DNN-
based SV usually trained a model for the speaker classification task on a training dataset,
using classification-based objective functions, such as softmax [11,12]. The last output layer
of the trained model was omitted, and the output of the final hidden layer was exploited as
a speaker embedding. However, open-set SV requires a discriminative embedding space
for unseen speakers rather than an accurate classification on training datasets. Therefore,
several studies have employed variants of the softmax loss function applying an additional
angular margin to reduce the variance within a class [13,14]. In contrast, open-set SV
can essentially be treated as a metric learning problem [2,8]. Thus, many recent studies
have improved the generalization performance by optimizing metric-learning-based cost
functions rather than classification-based cost functions [15,16]. They trained the model
to decrease the distances between speaker embeddings extracted from the same speaker
utterances and increase the distances between speaker embeddings of different speakers. In
addition to these loss functions, the prior studies have investigated diverse methods, such as
data augmentation [17,18], network architectures [19,20], and system frameworks [21,22].

Temporal averaging and mean teacher: Loss values oscillating or bouncing without
convergence during DNN training are a common training failure indicator [23]. To alleviate
this issue, Polyak et al. [4] proposed a temporal averaging method that combines the
weights collected until the end of the training. In the loss landscape, temporal averaging
brings it closer to the bottom of the valley by averaging the weights of the points that
oscillate back and forth [24]. Therefore, this method can be used to improve the convergence
of an optimization algorithm [25] or further enhance the generalization performance of the
model during the evaluation phase [26].

Furthermore, the MT network, a temporal averaging model, was also used as a teacher
model in semi-supervised image classification tasks [5]. Concretely, the MT network pro-
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vides relatively accurate pseudo labels of unlabeled data for training the student network.
The architectures of the student and MT networks are identical. The weight set of the MT
network, ξ, is updated through the EMA of student weights, θ, formulated as follows:

ξt = αξt−1 + (1− α)θt, (1)

where t indicates the training step, and α is a smoothing coefficient hyperparameter. How-
ever, the parameter set of the student network is trained via the backpropagation algorithm.
The loss function of the student network is a linear combination of classification and consis-
tency costs. The classification cost is only applied to labeled data and adopts a categorical
cross-entropy (CCE) function. For all data, including unlabeled data, the consistency loss
function (e.g., MSE) is constrained to reduce the Euclidean distance between the prediction
of the student and MT networks.

The critical point of this method is to form an MT network that progressively ag-
gregates information from the student network in an EMA fashion. Consequently, the
MT network is expected to produce more reliable probability predictions that serve as a
high-quality representation to guide the student network training.

3. Baseline

Recently, based on the assumption that handcrafted features may not be optimal, data-
driven systems fed by less processed features, such as spectrograms or raw waveforms,
have been explored in audio domains [10,27–29]. In the SV field, it is hypothesized that a
model directly fed the raw waveform can appropriately aggregate various frequency bands
of utterances and potentially extract discriminative features by the first one-dimensional
convolution layer [29,30]. Therefore, we used raw waveforms as input in all experiments
and exploited RawNet2 [31,32], a representative neural speaker embedding extractor based
on raw waveform input, as the baseline system.

Table 1 describes the structure of the baseline with several modifications to improve
the performance of the original RawNet2. First, we increased the number of residual
blocks [20] in the model from six to eight. Second, instead of the gated-recurrent unit,
we employed attentive statistics pooling [33] to aggregate frame-level features into an
utterance level feature. Third, we reduced the output dimension (embedding size) of
the fully connected layer from 1024 to 512. More specific details related to the system
architecture are described in the literature [31] and the author’s GitHub (https://github.
com/Jungjee/RawNet, accessed on 13 October 2020).

Table 1. DNN architecture of the baseline system. L is the length of the input sample. Conv refers to
the convolutional layer, and Res means the residual block. For convolutional layers, numbers inside
parentheses refer to the filter length, stride size, and number of filters. ASP and FC are the attentive
statistics pooling and fully connected layers, respectively. AFMS represents the alpha feature map
scaling module, proposed by [31].

Block Block Structure # Blocks Output Shape

1D-Conv Conv(3, 3, 128) 1 L/3 × 128

Res1

BN and LeakyReLU

2 L/33 × 128

Conv(3, 1, 128)
BN and LeakyReLU

Conv(3, 1, 128)
Maxpool(3)

AFMS

https://github.com/Jungjee/RawNet
https://github.com/Jungjee/RawNet
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Table 1. Cont.

Block Block Structure # Blocks Output Shape

Res2

BN and LeakyReLU

3 L/36 × 256

Conv(3, 1, 256)
BN and LeakyReLU

Conv(3, 1, 256)
Maxpool(3)

AFMS

Res1

BN and LeakyReLU

3 L/39 × 512

Conv(3, 1, 512)
BN and LeakyReLU

Conv(3, 1, 512)
Maxpool(3)

AFMS

Pooling ASP 1 1024

Embedding FC(512) 1 512

4. Proposed Method

We aim to achieve a better generalization performance for open-set SV scenarios. By
leveraging the knowledge that a network with temporal averaging weights can yield more
accurate and stable results [4], we expect that the temporal averaging model can be a suffi-
cient auxiliary model that provides pseudo labels in addition to ground truth hard labels.
Therefore, this study proposes to adapt the MT [5] framework for supervised learning SV.
The following subsections describe the structure and process of the proposed method.

4.1. Architecture

In semi-supervised learning, the conventional frameworks learn a manifold of unla-
beled data by reducing the distance between the predictions of the teacher and student
networks after applying different augmentation or noise to the same input [5,34]. However,
in supervised learning in which all labels exist, it is more effective to fully use the labels
rather than the indirect learning scheme described above. Thus, we intend to design a
model to directly decrease the within-class variance by explicitly reducing the distance
between embeddings from different data of the same class (i.e., different utterances of the
same speaker).

Figure 1 depicts the overall structure of the proposed method. Let M be a minibatch,
M ∈ RN×U×T where N, U, and T refer to the number of speakers, number of utterances
per speaker, and length of a sample, respectively. In addition, M is divided into m and m′

for the input of the two networks. Each of these minibatches has half of the utterances
for each speaker, where m, m′ ∈ RN×U

2 ×T . Thus, m and m′ comprise the pairs of different
utterance sets for each speaker.

The student and MT networks consist of an encoder f and converter g, where the pro-
jector q is added only to the student network. θ and ξ indicate the set of parameters for the
student and MT networks, respectively. Table 2 describes the student network architecture
of the proposed method. The encoder extracts the representations from the input utterances.
We used RawNet2, the baseline model (see Table 1) of this study, as the encoder. Then,
the converter transforms the intermediate embedding extracted from the encoder into the
speaker embeddings in a new space for metric learning. Additionally, the student network
exploits the projector to project the embedding into a different space the from MT network,
avoiding direct predictions in the same representation space to prevent the collapse of the
embedding [35]. Hence, the student network can explicitly explore expansive embedding
spaces different from the MT network, increasing the discriminability [35]. The converter
and projector have identical structures. Finally, the student and MT networks extract the
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embeddings Z and Y′ from the separated minibatches m and m′, respectively, which are
formulated as follows:

Z = qθ(gθ( fθ(m))), Y′ = gξ( fξ(m′)), (2)

where Z, Y′ ∈ RN×U
2 ×D, and D is the embedding dimension (512 in this study). After

training is completed, the SV performance is evaluated using the embeddings Z extracted
from the student network, as indicated by the red arrow in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overall structure of the proposed method. The student and mean teacher (MT) networks
comprise an encoder f and converter g, and the projector q is added only to the student network.
The two networks are fed by separate minibatches m and m′, and extract the embeddings Z and
Y′, respectively. The student network is trained by cosine similarity-based metric learning using
Y′, along with speaker identification. The parameter set of the MT network ξ is updated with the
exponential moving average of the student network parameter set θ.

Table 2. The student network architecture of the proposed method. RawNet2 used as the baseline in
this study is exploited as the encoder. The mean teacher network has an identical structure as the
student network except for the projector.

Block Block Structure Output

Encoder RawNet2 512

Converter
FC(512)

512BN and LeakyReLU
FC(512)

Projector
FC(512)

512BN and LeakyReLU
FC(512)

4.2. Model Update

The MT network parameter set ξ is updated via the EMA of the student network
parameter set θ as in Equation (1). We set the smoothing coefficient hyperparameter to 0.99.
Therefore, the MT network linearly reduces the weight of the past student network, which
is far from optimal, and aggregates the latest information. Consequently, we expect the MT
network to provide stable and accurate speaker embeddings to train the student network
to be a temporal ensemble teacher.

In contrast to the MT network, the weights of the student network are updated using
the backpropagation algorithm. There are two loss functions for the student network:
consistency and classification costs. First, to discriminatively project the utterances of
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unseen speakers to the representation space, it is necessary to learn to reduce intraclass
variance and increase interclass variance. Thus, we designated the consistency cost as
a cosine similarity-based metric learning loss function using embeddings from the two
networks, rather than the MSE between predictions, which considers only positive pairs,
as in a previous study [5]. It is expected that the embedding space can yield greater
interclass variance using a negative pair as well as a positive pair between the two network
embeddings. In addition, using the cosine similarity metric, which is a measure of similarity
between the embeddings in SV evaluation, it is possible to directly learn the embeddings
that have a smaller intraclass variance for SV.

We used a centroid-based metric learning loss function, such as the generalized end-
to-end (GE2E) [16] or angular prototypical (AP) network loss function [8]. In the case of
GE2E, we modified it to fit the proposed method. The original GE2E loss operates using
the cosine similarity between each query embedding and the centroids in the minibatch.
Herein, the query refers to each utterance for all speakers, and the centroid c is derived by
averaging embeddings that belong to the same speaker. If the speaker of a query and a
centroid are equal, the centroid is calculated while excluding that query. In the proposed
method, only the student network is backpropagated. Hence, only the embedding from
the student network Z is used as a query during training and is referred to as half GE2E
(GE2E-H).

cj =
1
U

U/2

∑
l=1

(Zjl + Y′jl), (3)

c(−i)
j =

1
U − 1

(
U/2

∑
l=1
l 6=i

Zjl +
U/2

∑
l=1

Y′jl), (4)

where cj and c(−i)
j represent the centroid of the jth speaker and the centroid calculated

excluding the ith utterance, respectively. In addition, Zjl is the lth student network embed-
ding of the jth speaker. The similarity matrix S is defined as the scaled cosine similarity
between the student network embeddings and all centroids:

Sji,k =

{
w · cos(Zji, c(−i)

j ) + b if k = j,

w · cos(Zji, ck) + b otherwise
, (5)

where Sji,k denotes the scaled cosine similarity between the jth speaker’s ith student
network embedding and the kth speaker’s centroid, and w and b are learnable parameters.
The final GE2E-H loss is as follows:

LGH = − 1
N

N

∑
j=1

U/2

∑
i=1

log
exp(Sji,j)

∑S
k=1 exp(Sji,k)

. (6)

Along with speaker identification training over the entire training dataset for ad-
ditional discriminative power [36], the loss function of the student network is defined
as follows:

LS = LGH + LC, (7)

where LC is the classification cost, specified as CCE. The loss also computes the symmetric
L̃S by entering the opposite minibatch to train the student network across the entire training
set. Thus, L̃S is derived by feeding m′ to the student network and m to the MT network, as
in [35]. The final loss function of the proposed method is as follows:

L = (LS + L̃S)/2. (8)
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5. Experiments and Result
5.1. Dataset

We used the VoxCeleb2 dataset [9] for training, and the VoxCeleb1 dataset [10] for eval-
uation. The VoxCeleb2 dataset comprises over one million utterances from 6112 speakers.
We exploited three test sets. The original test set (Vox1-O) consists of 37,611 enrollment-
test utterance pairs from 40 speakers. Second, the extended test set (Vox1-E) contains a
list of 579,818 pairs. Finally, the hard test set (Vox1-H) comprises a list of 550,894 pairs
with the same nationality and gender. The Vox1-E and Vox1-H test sets contain 1251 and
1190 speakers from the entire VoxCeleb1 dataset. Every utterance is recorded in mono with
a 16 kHz sampling rate and 16-bit resolution. In addition, we augment the input data using
room-impulse response simulation and MUSAN corpus [37].

5.2. Experimental Configurations

We employed the raw waveforms as input, and the minibatch was configured by
setting the length of the input utterance to 59,049 samples (≈3.69 s) in the training phase.
In the testing phase, to prevent a mismatch with the training utterance input length, we
applied a test time augmentation by sampling 10 temporal segments at regular intervals to
make the length of an input utterance the same as in the training [9].

The baseline and the proposed systems were trained using 200 and 1920 batch sizes,
respectively, which reported the best performance empirically in each experiment. In
baseline experiments, the AMSGrad optimizer [38] was used with a learning rate (LR) of
0.001, decaying exponentially with every iteration. Furthermore, we used a LARS [39]
optimizer with an LR of 3 and cosine annealing LR policy [40] with warm up [41] for the
first three epochs in the proposed system. These are the optimal combination of learning
hyperparameters found by the evaluation results of internal experimentation for each
experiment. We applied a weight decay with λ = 0.0001.

5.3. Results

We compared the performance of the experiments conducted in this paper with
various recently reported studies and display the results in Table 3. The baseline system is
a RawNet2-based model with several modifications, and reported improved performances
based on the equal error rate (EER) compared to the original RawNet2. Moreover, the result
of the proposed model exhibited further enhanced performance compared to the baseline
system used as the encoder. This result indicates that the supervised MT framework
proposed in this study can improve the generalization of SV system. In addition, the
proposed system demonstrates superior performance compared to each model that feeds
various input features, including the raw waveforms.

Table 3. Performance comparison results with other speaker verification systems with various models
and input features. C: contrastive.

Model Features Loss
Vox1-O Vox1-E Vox1-H

EER (%) EER (%) EER (%)

ResNet-50 [9] Spectrogram Softmax+C 3.95 4.42 7.33
Thin ResNet-34 [42] Softmax 2.87 2.95 4.93

Stats-vector [43] MFCC Softmax 3.29 3.39 5.94
ResNet-34-SE [44] AS-softmax 3.10 3.38 5.93

RawNet2 [32]
Raw

waveform

Softmax 2.48 2.57 4.89
Y-vector [45] AM-softmax 2.72 2.38 3.87
Our baseline Softmax 2.24 2.18 4.08
Our proposed GE2E-H+Softmax 1.98 1.88 3.81
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To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed framework’s components, we performed
comparison and ablation experiments. Table 4 presents the performance according to
the modification from the existing MT framework to the proposed method. All systems
presented in Table 4 use a 1920 batch size and exploit the CCE loss function for classifica-
tion training, along with their respective consistency loss functions. In the first row, NP
refers to using negative pairs, BC indicates batch configurations, S represents using the
same minibatch with added noise as the conventional MT, and D refers to the minibatch
comprising different utterances from each speaker. In addition, in the LT column, which
represents the learning target of the student network, P and E refer to the prediction and
embedding of the MT network, respectively. System #1, which reflects the original MT
framework training scheme, exhibited a noticeable performance decline compared to the
baseline (2.24% vs. 4.98% on Vox1-O). Therefore, we modified the original MT framework
(System #1) to be suitable for supervised SV tasks. System #2 encourages the student
network to learn embeddings of the MT, not predictions, considering the characteristics
of the SV task. In Systems #3 and #4, we exploited the minibatch comprising different
utterance pairs for each speaker and let the student network learn to maximize the distance
between negative pairs to fully employ all labels. When comparing Systems #1 and #4, it is
effective to consider the negative pairs and learn the speaker embeddings of the MT with
minibatches of different utterances. However, it did not exceed the baseline performance.
The comparison of Systems #4 to #7 demonstrated that cosine similarity-based metric
learning could improve the performance of SV. Finally, System #7, the proposed method,
reported an EER of 1.98% on the Vox-O trial, with a relative error reduction of 11.61%
compared with the baseline.

Table 4. Comparison and ablation experiment results of the proposed method. NP: negative pair, BC:
batch configuration, S: same batch, D: different batch, LT: learning target, P: prediction, E: embedding.

System Consistency Loss NP BC LT
Vox1-O Vox1-E Vox1-H

EER (%) EER (%) EER (%)

#1 (Org_MT)

MSE

× S P 4.98 4.86 8.61
#2 × S E 3.56 3.15 5.61
#3 × D E 2.37 2.18 4.35
#4 X D E 2.28 2.13 4.22

#5 GE2E X D E 2.27 2.21 4.3

#6 AP X D E 2.18 2.05 4.11

#7 (Proposed) GE2E-H X D E 1.98 1.88 3.81

Table 5 displays the comparison results according to the batch size of the baseline
system and proposed method. For the proposed method, the batch size is the product
of the number of speakers and number of utterances per speaker included in a single
minibatch. The experimental results indicate that, in the proposed framework, unlike the
baseline system, a large batch size is effective and exhibits the best performance when
the batch size and number of utterances per speaker are 1920 and 4, respectively. These
results can be posited as follows: the proposed method works stably when performing
metric learning in large-scale batches using more accurate embedding from the temporal
averaging model, MT.
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Table 5. Performance comparison of the baseline and proposed framework according to the batch
size and number of utterances per speaker on the Voxceleb1 test set.

Baseline
Proposed Method

# Utterances per SpeakerBatch Size
4 6 8

200 2.24 2.1 2.23 3.04
800 2.36 2.12 2.07 2.19

1920 2.51 1.98 2.09 2.28

6. Conclusions

We proposed applying the MT framework to improve the generalization performance
of open-set SV tasks. The conventional MT framework is used in a semi-supervised
manner, with the same data for minibatches but different augmentations for the teacher
and student networks. In this study, we used the MT network in a supervised manner with
minibatches of different utterances from each speaker, increasing the cosine similarities
of the embeddings from the two networks, decreasing the intraclass variances. We also
investigated a method to determine discriminative embedding spaces suitable for open-
set SV using diverse cosine similarity-based metric learning cost functions with positive
and negative embedding pairs. The proposed system exhibited an EER of 1.98% on the
VoxCeleb1 test set with a relative error reduction of 11.61% compared to the baseline
system, the improved RawNet2. In future work, we intend to conduct further experiments
to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method for SV tasks using encoders with
different input features, other than raw waveforms.
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